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8.12 Teacher Key 
 

1.       Annotate: As you listen to the above poem read aloud, mark up the text with a pencil. Use circles, lines, 
stars (or any other marking system) to note important or striking words, related ideas, or confusing words or 
lines. Circle important or confusing words. 
  
Students might engage in this task in a variety of ways. What is important is that, through the process of trying 
to annotate, students take ownership of their own reading of the text. 
  

2.       Track initial impressions: 
a.  What do you know about the speaker of the poem? 

b.  What situation is being described? 

c.  Who is the audience for this poem? 

d.  How would you characterize the tone of the poem? 

 

These initial responses will vary in terms of depth of understanding. However, after completing the entire 
lesson and returning to the initial impressions, a fuller response may include the following.  

• The speaker is a Chinese immigrant detained at Angel Island (probably for some time) who is 
determined to eventually return to China after earning some money in the US and living frugally. 

• The speaker, and many others at Angel Island, is experiencing poor living conditions, great frustration, 
and a lack of control over his or her own life. 

• Because of the way the poem uses “you” and “compatriots,” and because of the location of the poem 
on the detention center walls, the audience is probably future Chinese immigrants. 

• Despite describing a poor situation, the poem is ultimately one of hope and determination and is 
probably meant to inspire the author him or herself and other readers to remain positive. 

  

3.       Examine language: What patterns can you find in the words in the poem? List a few groups of two or 
more words that seem to go together in some way (related to the content of the poem) and label your groups. 
One example has been done for you. 
 

Students will come up with a range of responses, but here are some possibilities. The specific groupings and 
accuracy of categorization is not as important as the process of closely engaging with language to view the 
poem from new perspectives. These groupings, for example, help highlight the speaker’s connection with 
home and the way they view their current situation of adversity as one that is temporary and that informs a 
future commitment to austerity. 
 

Words Related to 
Homeland 

Words Related to 
Suffering/Adversity 

Words Related to 
Accomplishment 

Words Showing 
Determination 

China suffering successful must 

home cries gains must 

compatriots sadness   should 

  prison   Should 

  ruin   remember 

      remember 
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Words Related to Simplicity 
(or Lack Thereof) 

Words Related to Time     

frugal the day     

daily this chapter     

needs once     

needless daily     

extravagance once     

small early     

 

4.       Revisit initial impressions:   Now that you’ve had a chance to discuss the poem with others and look 
more closely at its language, go back to your initial notes about speaker, situation, audience, and tone and add 
to or revise your ideas. Some extra space is provided here if needed. 
            (See above.) 
  

5.       Think about the “so what”:   What does examining this poem help you to understand about (a) who came 
to the United States at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century, (b) why they came, 
and (c) what their experience was in doing so? 
 

Responses will vary. Students may write about an increased understanding of the goals and cultural values of 
many Chinese immigrants specifically. Students may also write about the unjust experiences of Chinese 
immigrants at Angel Island. 
 

 


